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1  About this User Manual

1.1  Introduction

Welcome to the User Manual of the TURNSTEP ST device.

The information contained in this User Manual will enable you to properly install 
the TURNSTEP ST as an accessory to the Corona process and Corona extreme 
spectrometer systems and to operate it in a safe and effective manner. 

Please familiarize yourself with the contents of the User Manual and observe all 
of the general and safety-related instructions it contains.

The TURNSTEP ST device may only be installed, operated and serviced by qualified 
and trained personnel.

This User Manual is therefore aimed at the qualified personnel authorized to 
perform the installation on-site as well as at other authorized persons in order to 
enable them to perform their duties.

Experience in handling metrology equipment and technical or scientific training 
are required.

Store the User Manual and all other applicable documents you received on 
purchasing and accepting delivery of the device together in a safe place. 

Make sure that the User Manual and all other valid documents are freely available 
to every user at all times.

• InProcess software description: “InProcess Manual” (on CD or USB stick)
• Description of the license activation: “ZEISS License Activation Manual”
• “Corona extreme” or “Corona process” User Manual
• Delivery notes and other documents accompanying the device

Purpose of this manual

Audience

Storage

Other applicable documents
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1.2  Use of safety instructions

The safety instructions contained in this User Manual are applied using a 
standardized system (ANSI) which provides a range of hazard levels depending on 
the classification of a risk.

 Warning
Dangerous situation – Failure to observe this safety instruction could 
result in serious injuries or even death.

 Caution
Dangerous situation – Failure to observe this safety instruction could 
result in slight injuries or property damage.

 Note
General reference to important or useful information concerning the 
device and its operation.

 Note
Important note on environmental protection.

1.3  Formatting and text conventions

“Bold” character format

• for texts which are used in the software, e.g. names of buttons, tools,  
menus, ...

• for keyboard commands, e.g.: Ctrl + C 

Performance instructions

• Stands for a requirement that must be fulfilled in order to successfully perform 
the upcoming action.

1 Stands for an action step to be executed.

Device name “Corona spectrometer system”

in this User Manual only valid for:

• Corona extreme spectrometer system and 
• Corona process spectrometer system 

Requirements

Procedure
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2  Safety

2.1  Intended use

The TURNSTEP ST device is an accessory of the Corona extreme and 
Corona process spectrometer systems for the in-lab gathering and analysis of 
spectroscopic data of the relevant materials using random sampling in a matter 
of seconds. This data can be used to determine the contents of the measured 
sample material using chemometric models.

The TURNSTEP ST's rotating movement enables large sample quantities to be 
measured in the lab in a short space of time, which leads to a reduction of 
sampling error. This makes the measurement of quality-determining contents and 
other parameters of non-homogeneous raw materials significantly more precise 
and forms the prerequisite for a consistently high quality assessment of the 
sample material.

The TURNSTEP ST may be attached to the Corona extreme spectrometer directly 
or positioned beneath a Corona process spectrometer in exact orientation using 
a lab stand. Thanks to its varied possible uses regarding diverse sample bowls, it 
allows for the examination of samples of a range of quantities and consistencies.

The TURNSTEP ST serves the specified intended use only.

Use for any other purpose is deemed contrary to the intended use. Liability for 
any resulting damages is bourne by the operator exclusively. The warranty claim  
is deemed to be lost in this case.

2.2  Compliance

The TURNSTEP ST was conceived and inspected in line with the current directives 
and standards and left our plant in flawless condition. In order to maintain this 
state and to ensure its safe operation, all instructions and warnings must be 
observed.

The following directives, standards and classifications were applied or achieved 
within the scope of the CE declaration of compliance:

Safety requirements for electrical equipment for measurement, control 
and laboratory use
Safety requirements for electrical equipment for measurement, control, and 
laboratory use
Housing protection class in accordance with DIN EN 60529
The devices bear the  label 

DIN EN 61010-1

DIN EN 61326-1

IP44
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2.3  Safety notes

 Warning
The device may only be operated using the operating voltage specified in 
the chapter “7 Specifications” on page 39.

When working with aqueous samples, make sure that a sufficient 
safety distance to the plug-in power supply unit is maintained, as the 
power supply unit only has a degree of protection of IP 22.

Before performing maintenance and repair work or replacing 
components, the respective device must be disconnected from all 
voltage sources. Please also ensure that it cannot be accidentally 
switched on again.

The device may not be operated in a damaged condition or when 
damp.

The device may not be operated in an area where there is a risk of 
explosion. 

 Caution
The device, including original accessories, may only be used for the 
purposes described in this User Manual. The manufacturer does not 
bear any liability for damages due to use contrary to the intended use.

Warning signs and safety instructions must not be removed and must 
always be clearly legible.

The system may be operated by suitably trained staff only. These 
personnel must be trained in the possible risks during operation of the 
device as well as the corresponding areas of application.

The staff responsible for operating the device must be familiar with the 
locally applicable regulations regarding personal protective equipment 
and must act accordingly. Always wear close-fitting clothes, especially 
sleeves. All jewelry, rings, bracelets, watches, necklaces or scarves 
must be removed before starting work on the device. Long hair must 
be secured using a full head covering.

Changes or repairs on the device as well as devices that are operated in 
conjunction with TURNSTEP ST may only be carried out by our service 
personnel or authorized staff. The device manufacturer does not 
assume any liability for damage caused by unauthorized procedures in 
the device. Furthermore, such prohibited procedures shall result in the 
forfeiture of all warranty claims and guarantees.
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 Caution
Never look directly into the measuring beam of the connected 
spectrometer. The halogen light's focused light may lead to eye 
damage.

Use caution in relation to device surfaces.

The personnel designated to perform the maintenance and repair work 
must be appropriately qualified for this work. 

Apart from the work described in the chapter “6 Maintenance” on page 
35, no interventions are permitted on the device. Otherwise, the 
device is damaged irreparably. 

The device may only be opened by a ZEISS Service Engineer or 
individuals authorized by ZEISS.

 Note
Defective equipment must not be disposed of with household waste, 
but should be disposed of in compliance with the applicable legal 
requirements.

2.4  Environmental management

This company works in accordance with a certified environmental management 
system in line with ISO 14001. This device was developed, inspected and 
produced in accordance with the applicable environmental regulations and 
directives of the European Union.

The device and its accessories comply with EU Directives 2011/65/EU and 
the complement 2015/863/EU (RoHS) and 2002/96/EC (WEEE) to the extent 
applicable to this device. 

We have installed a take-back and recycling process that ensures proper recycling 
in accordance with the above-mentioned EU Directives.

For details concerning disposal and recycling, please contact your local sales /
service organization. The system must not be disposed of as domestic waste or 
be disposed of via municipal waste disposal facilities.  
If reselling the device, the seller is obligated to inform the buyer that the product 
must be disposed of properly.
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2.5  Limitation of liability and warranty

In the event of damages to the device caused due to non-observation of the 
safety notices, Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH does not accept any warranty 
obligation even during the warranty obligation period and is exempt from the 
statutory accident liability obligation.

In the event of non-observation of the safety notices by the user,  
Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH is released from its warranty obligation. 

Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH only provides a warranty for the safety, reliability 
and performance of the device if the safety notices are observed.

The manufacturer guarantees that the device left the plant free from material 
or manufacturing defects. In the event of any deficiencies, the manufacturer 
must be notified immediately and measures taken to keep potential damages to 
a minimum. As soon as the manufacturer becomes aware of a deficiency, it is 
obligated to remove this either through repair or delivery of a replacement device. 

There is no warranty claim in relation to deficiencies due to normal wear 
(especially of wear and tear parts) or improper use. 

The manufacturer is not liable for damages due to improper operation, 
negligence or impermissible changes on the device, particularly the removal 
or replacement of device components or the use of other manufacturers' 
accessories. Any of these actions leads to the exclusion of all warranty claims. 

Apart from the work described in the chapter “6 Maintenance” on page 35, no 
maintenance or repair work should be carried out on the device. Repairs may only 
be carried out by ZEISS Service or by individuals authorized by ZEISS. 

In the event of defects or errors on the device or individual components, please 
contact Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH Customer Service (service.spectroscopy@
zeiss.com).

To ensure the system's optimal and safe operation, the TURNSTEP ST together with 
a Corona spectrometer system should be inspected by Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy 
GmbH Customer Service once a year.

 Note
For detailed information on the warranty, please see the  
Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH General Terms and Conditions at: 
“http://www.zeiss.com/corporate/en_de/legal-information/company-
information.html”.
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3  Device description

3.1  Delivery package

3.1.1  Delivery package for use with Corona extreme

The basic equipment of the TURNSTEP ST device for use with Corona extreme 
contains at least the following components: 

Fig. 1 
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3.1.2  Delivery package for use with Corona process

The basic equipment of the TURNSTEP ST device for use with Corona process 
contains the following components: 

Fig. 2 
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3.2  Accessories

The accessories shown in the following table are intended for use with the 
TURNSTEP ST device and can be ordered via Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH.

Article number Name Adapter required

000000-2229-476 Sample bowl 200 —

000000-2229-498 Sample bowl 150 Adapter for petri dishes 150 mm

000000-2229-502 Sample bowl 100 Adapter for petri dishes 92 – 100 mm

000000-0467-718 Petri dish Duroplan
(diameter 80 mm, height 20 mm)

Adapter for petri dishes, 80 mm

000000-0469-085 Adapter for petri dishes 150 mm

000000-2152-369 Adapter for petri dishes 92 – 100 mm

000000-0455-054 Adapter for petri dishes 80 mm

Tab. 1 Accessories

 Note
If TURNSTEP ST is used in conjunction with the Corona process 
spectro meter system and the laboratory stand, only sample bowl 200 
may be used.
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3.3  Technical design

3.3.1  Functional components, controls and indicators

Fig. 3 

1
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Functional components, controls and indicators

Rotary plate for holding of sample bowl (with or without adapter)

Device On/Off switch

→ Power switch is illuminated when the device has been switched on

“Start measurement process” button

→ Button is lit up throughout the measurement procedure

3.3.2  Electrical connections

Fig. 4 
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Power OUT connection for power supply of Corona spectrometer system [3-pin]

Digital IN / OUT connection for signal and data transfer between TURNSTEP ST and 

the Corona spectrometer system [10-pin]

Power IN connection for the joint power supply of TURNSTEP ST and  

the Corona spectrometer system (24 V  SELV) [3-pin]
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3.3.3  Mechanical interfaces

Fig. 5 

1

2

Mechanical interfaces

Interface 1 

→  for use with the mounting plate on Corona extreme

Interface 2 – rotary plate 

→  for holding several sample bowls (with or without adapter)  

 with a maximum external diameter of 192 mm

 Note
For detailed information on the installation and commissioning of the 
TURNSTEP ST, see the chapter “4 Installing TURNSTEP ST” on page 17.

1

2
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3.4  Functional description

Combined with a Corona extreme / process spectrometer system, TURNSTEP ST 
carries out the in-lab measurement of samples presented in sample bowls in a 
short space of time. 

It offers three different rotation speeds and enables a fully-automated operation 
of Corona extreme / process spectrometer systems via computer.

TURNSTEP ST works with 24 V  SELV (safety extra low voltage). Power is 
supplied via a connected power supply unit with a 35 W power input and an 
inrush current of < 4 A on the Power IN connection.  
Power is supplied to the Corona extreme / process spectrometer system via the 
TURNSTEP ST's Power OUT connection.

The exchange of signals between TURNSTEP ST and the Corona extreme / process 
spectrometer systems is carried out via the Digital IN / OUT connection.

In the process, the automatic operation (e.g. start of measurement, rotation 
speed and duration) is carried out via the InProcess control software (only in 
combination with the Corona extreme / process spectrometer systems). 

3.5  Software

The InProcess control software supported by TURNSTEP ST is used to 
incorporate the TURNSTEP ST device into the measurement procedure of the 
Corona extreme / Corona process spectrometer systems.

 Note
For detailed information on the installation and use of the software, 
see the paragraph “4.4 Software set-up” on page 25 or the enclosed 
“InProcess Manual” software description.

The Software Manual is available on the CD or USB stick enclosed with 
the Corona extreme or Corona process spectrometer system.
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4  Installing TURNSTEP ST

4.1  Preparing the installation

1 Check the provided system components against the delivery documents.

2 Check that all system components are externally intact.

3 Check the existing environmental and connection requirements. The following 
values must be upheld:

Supply voltage 24 V  SELV (safety extra low voltage)

Power consumption 35 W power supply

Inrush current < 4 A

Operating temperature 5 °C to + 40 °C

Storage / transport  
temperature

– 40 °C to +70 °C

Max. of humidity 95 % non-condensing

Altitude of operation up to 2000 m

Tab. 2 Connection and environmental conditions

4 Make sure that the correct mounting tools for mounting the device on your 
Corona spectrometer system are present.

 ȩ for Corona extreme:  mounting plate  
 (see paragraph 3.1.1 on page 11)

 ȩ for Corona process:  laboratory stand 
 (see paragraph 3.1.2 on page 12)

Procedure
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4.2  Mounting TURNSTEP ST

Depending on which spectrometer system you are using, read on:

 ȩ for Corona extreme in paragraph 4.2.1 and  
 ȩ for Corona process in paragraph 4.2.2.

4.2.1  Mounting TURNSTEP ST on Corona extreme

• The flange interface of Corona extreme's measurement window no longer 
features a standard flange.

• Mounting plate (000000-2162-634) consisting of: 
� lower plate with three screws (M5) 
� upper plate with one screw (M4)

• T25 and T20 Torx screwdriver (not included in delivery package)

1 Mount lower plate of mounting plate

Place the lower plate 2  of the mounting plate on the Corona extreme in 
such a way that the three boreholes are directly on top of the three threaded 
holes 1  around the measurement window. The individual centrally located 
borehole in the lower plate must be facing outwards (see figure below).

Insert the three screws 3  (M5) in the threaded holes and tighten.  
Use a T25 Torx screwdriver. 

Fig. 6 

1

2

3

Mount lower plate of mounting plate

Requirements

Procedure
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2 Mounting upper plate of mounting plate

There are 5 threaded holes on the middle stage of the lower plate 3 . 
Using the adjacent imprints (information on the diameters of the possible 
sample bowls), select the threaded borehole to suit your application.

Place the upper plate 2  of the mounting plate on the lower plate in such a 
way that the borehole is directly on top of the required threaded hole on the 
middle stage 3  (see figure below).

Insert the screw 1  (M4) in the selected threaded hole and tighten.  
Use a T20 Torx screwdriver.

Fig. 7 

1

3

2

Mount upper plate of mounting plate

→ continued on next page →
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3 Place TURNSTEP ST on mounting plate of Corona extreme

Place TURNSTEP ST with its lower recess 2  on the mounting plate 1  of the 
Corona extreme.

Fig. 8 

1

2

Place TURNSTEP ST on mounting plate

The mechanical installation is now complete. 

For an explanation of how to electrically connect the system components, please 
see the paragraph “4.3.1 Electrically connecting TURNSTEP ST and Corona 
extreme” on page 23. 

Next steps
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4.2.2  Setting up TURNSTEP ST and Corona process

• Laboratory stand (000000-2221-637)

1 Insert TURNSTEP ST in laboratory stand

Place the TURNSTEP ST 2  front and center on the lower layer 1  of the 
laboratory stand. 

Position the TURNSTEP ST so that its feet can grip into the punched screen of 
the lower layer. 

Fig. 9 

12

Insert TURNSTEP ST in laboratory stand

 Note
If TURNSTEP ST is used in conjunction with the Corona process 
spectro meter system and the laboratory stand, only sample bowl 200 
may be used.

→ continued on next page →

Requirements

Procedure
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2 Inserting Corona process in the laboratory stand

Place the Corona process on the upper layer in such a way that the 
measurement window 1  and the distance meter of the Corona process fit 
into the recess 2  of the upper tray.

Fig. 10 

1

2

Insert Corona process in laboratory stand

TURNSTEP ST and Corona process spectrometer system are now aligned in terms 
of distance and position. No further orientation is required.

The mechanical installation is now complete. 

For an explanation of how to electrically connect the system components, please 
see the paragraph “4.3.2 Electrically connecting TURNSTEP ST and Corona 
process” on page 24.

Next steps
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4.3  Electrically connecting system components

Depending on which spectrometer system you are using, read on:

 ȩ for Corona extreme in the 4.3.1 paragraph and  
 ȩ for Corona process in the 4.3.2 paragraph.

4.3.1  Electrically connecting TURNSTEP ST and Corona extreme

• Use original parts delivered by Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH only.

• Lab power supply (000000-2045-548)

• Lay all cables without tensile, bending or torsion stress.

1 Using the power supply cable 1 , connect the TURNSTEP ST  
(Power OUT connection) with the Corona extreme (POWER 24 V DC connection).

2 Using the Digital IN / OUT cable 2 , connect the TURNSTEP ST  
(Digital IN / OUT connection) with the Corona extreme (Digital IN / OUT connection).

3 Establish a connection between the Corona extreme and your computer using 
the ethernet cable 3  if this has not already been done.

4 Using the power supply cable 4 , connect the TURNSTEP ST  
(Power IN connection) with the power supply and then the power supply with  
a protective contact socket.

5 To switch on the entire system please press the button “Device On / Off” on the 
right side of the TURNSTEP ST. If all cables are connected correctly, the lamp 
on the switch lights up blue.

Fig. 11 
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4.3.2  Electrically connecting TURNSTEP ST and Corona process

• Use original parts delivered by Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH only.

• Lab power supply (000000-2045-548)

• Lay all cables without tensile, bending or torsion stress.

1 Using the power supply cable 1 , connect the TURNSTEP ST (Power OUT 

connection) with the Corona process (POWER 24 V DC connection).

2 Using the Digital IN / OUT cable 2 , connect the TURNSTEP ST (Digital IN / OUT 

connection) with the Corona process (Digital IN / OUT connection).

3 Establish a connection between the Corona process and your computer using 
the ethernet cable 3  if this has not already been done.

4 Using the power supply cable 4 , connect the TURNSTEP ST (Power IN 

connection) with the power supply and then the power supply with a 
protective contact socket.

5 To switch on the entire system please press the button “Device On / Off” on the 
right side of the TURNSTEP ST. If all cables are connected correctly, the lamp 
on the switch lights up blue.

Fig. 12 
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4.4  Software set-up

In order to use the TURNSTEP ST device in conjunction with Corona process /
Corona extreme and the InProcess software properly, you must carry out some 
settings in the software.

 Note
For detailed information on the configuration and operation of the 
software, see the “InProcess Manual” software description.

 

• All device components of your measurement system are properly connected 
and activated.

• The InProcess software is installed properly.

• All required licenses have been activated.

1 Start the InProcess control software.

To operate the TURNSTEP ST with a Corona spectrometer system and the 
InProcess software, a template for a sequence which defines the TURNSTEP ST 
work processes is provided in the “Product setup”. This template may be 
adjusted as necessary or you may create your own sequence. 

2 Click on the Product setup button in order to select a sequence template in 
the “Product setup” window afterwards. 

Fig. 13 Open “Product setup” window

Requirements

Procedure
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3 Click on the “+” button and then on the 
TURNSTEP for Corona extreme sequence template.

Fig. 14 Select sequence template

 Note
No profile change is necessary when using the TURNSTEP ST with a 
Corona process. It is only important to ensure that the Corona process  
is selected as the device in the following steps.

4 In the “Product setup » TURNSTEP for Corona ...” window, select the 
Sample bowl profile.

→  for thin bases: Sample bowl, thin base  
→  for thick bases: Sample bowl, 5.5 mm thick base

Fig. 15 Activate “Sample bowl” profile
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5 In the event of a profile change, the correct device has to be selected in a few 
steps of the sequence. This is shown on the upper line in red numbers. 

Click on the red number and you will be directed to the corresponding 
command.

Fig. 16 Start system selection

6 To activate this, click the check mark in the area highlighted in red in the 
“Devices” section. 

Fig. 17 De-select preset device

The device that was previously selected or set as standard will disappear.
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7 Insert a check mark in the Corona extreme TURNSTEP check box. 

Fig. 18 Select new device

8 Carry out steps 5 – 7 until a red number is no longer visible on the upper line.

9 Click the TURNSTEP command button.

Set the rotation speed of the plate.

Fig. 19 Set rotation speed of plate 
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10 Click on the yellow number on the upper line (outside right). 

Then click once to highlight spectrum view in order to adjust the display as 
required. 

Fig. 20 Select and adjust view

11 Select the result which you wish to have shown in the display after each 
measurement.

To do this, activate the corresponding check box.

Confirm your selection by clicking OK.

Fig. 21 Select result
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12 Save your settings by clicking on the Save button. 

Fig. 22 Save settings

You can now access the saved product anytime via the Measurement button 
in the “Welcome to InProcess” window. 

13 Switch back to the “Welcome to InProcess” window as necessary by clicking 
on the Home button. 

Fig. 23 Open “Welcome to InProcess” window
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5  Operation

The following description of the device's operation refers to the use of the 
TURNSTEP ST in conjunction with the Corona extreme spectrometer system as an 
example. It is equally valid for use with the Corona process spectrometer system. 
Therefore, the term Corona spectrometer system is used exclusively in  
the description below.

• All components of the Corona spectrometer system and the TURNSTEP ST  
are completely and properly installed and electrically connected.

• The required software packages are installed, the licenses activated and the 
sequences set up (see “4.4 Software set-up” on page 25).

• The PC with the control software has been switched on and the  
InProcess software is open.

 Caution

Danger due to rotating parts! 

Minor injuries are possible as parts of the body (e.g. hair) or of clothing 
(e.g. sleeves) may be pulled in.

Material damage is possible due to the rotary plate becoming stuck 
following the impact of foreign bodies (e.g. jewelry).

Therefore, the personnel tasked with operating the device must know 
the respective provisions on clothing and act accordingly. Tight-fitting 
clothing, especially sleeves, must be worn at all times. Any jewelry, 
rings, bracelets, watches, necklaces or scarves must be removed before 
starting work on the machine. Long hair must be held in place using a 
full head covering.

 Note
For the sequence of your measurements, note that the Corona extreme / 
process spectrometer system requires a once-off warm-up time of 
approx. 10 minutes.

 Note
The TURNSTEP ST may be operated with 3 pre-set rotation speeds.  
For information in this regard, see “4.4 Software set-up” on page 25 
and “Fig. 19 Set rotation speed of plate” on page 28.

Requirements
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1 Switch on the TURNSTEP ST using the Device On / Off switch.

Fig. 24 Switch on TURNSTEP ST 

2 Fill your sample carrier (illustration shows sample bowl 200 mm) outside  
the TURNSTEP ST. Thus, you avoid potential contamination of the device.

Fill it with enough sample material that the base of the sample bowl is fully 
covered with the sample. Please also note that the maximum weight of the 
sample material is 4.0 kg.

Now, insert your sample bowl in the rotary plate. 

Fig. 25 Insert sample bowl

Procedure
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3 Check the display of the status LED on the Corona spectrometer system.

Blue flashing after connection to the power supply

Not illuminated during initialization (max. 30 s)
→ no process light is visible in the  
     measurement window

Blue light after complete boot-up
→ process light is visible in the  
     measurement window

4 Click on the Measurement button.

Fig. 26 Select “Measurement”

5 Select the required product. To do this, click on the corresponding button.

Fig. 27 Select “Product” 
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6 Start the measurement process. To do this, press the Start button on the 
TURNSTEP ST.

Fig. 28 Start measurement

7 Confirm that all preparations for the measurement have been completed.  
To do this, click on the OK button.

Fig. 29 Confirm completion of the measurement preparations

8 TURNSTEP ST rotates the sample bowl at the preset speed and for the preset 
duration, the measurement is taken.

After the measurement has been completed, TURNSTEP ST stops the rotation 
movement and the displayed spectrum or measurement value is shown in the 
“View” window.

Measurement complete
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6  Maintenance

All situations or activities descriptions described below relate to the TURNSTEP ST 
device only. 

If you require information on the maintenance of the Corona spectrometer systems, 
please use the other applicable documents “Corona extreme user manual” or 
“Corona process user manual”.

 Note

Note for safe operation!

To ensure optimum setting and trouble-free function of your system 
over an extended period, we recommend that you enter into a 
service / maintenance agreement with ZEISS. 

Please get in touch with your local ZEISS representative if a device 
replacement is necessary, to order spare parts or if a service is due.

6.1  Cleaning and care

 Warning

Danger due to electricity!

Fully disconnect the TURNSTEP ST from the power supply before  
cleaning it.

 Caution

Danger due to flammable liquids and propellants! 

Follow the safety instructions for handling flammable liquids, solvents 
and propellants (e.g. butane in spray cans) on the respective packages. 
Concentrated products require special care. 

Before using cleaning or care products, read the safety instructions 
including the enclosed safety instructions carefully and follow the 
instructions.

Ensure that no cleaning agents get into the inside of the device. 

 Caution

Sensitive electronic components! 

To avoid static electrostatic charges, wipe the housing components 
with a damp cloth only.
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• The power supply to the TURNSTEP ST is completely disconnected. 

1 Clean the surface of the device with common solvent-free cleaning agents. 
Persistent contamination may be removed carefully using a detergent solution, 
benzene or white spirits.

2 Clean the split between rotary plate and housing shaft and the base below 
the rotary plate on a regular basis to remove any sample residues and ensure 
the smooth running of the rotary plate. 

3 Make sure the guide rollers on the upper side of the rotary plate can rotate 
with ease. Carry out cleaning as necessary.

6.2  Help in case of faults

Requirements

Procedure

Error Cause Remedy

Rotary plate does not start 
to turn or remains in positi-
on and “Start measurement 
procedure” button (to the 
left on the front of the 
device) flashes after measu-
rement start

Rotary plate is overloaded • Remove the sample bowl from the device 
and inspect the sample quantity: 
(max. permissible sample weight = 4.0 kg).

• Reduce the sample quantity as necessary.

Rotary plate is blocked or 
cannot rotate freely

• Remove the sample bowl and rotary plate 
from the device. 

• Check that the rollers can move freely, 
contamination may be present. 

• Check the rotation path for any 
contamination, e.g. sample material.

• Remove any contamination present. 
To do this, observe the safety instructions 
in the chapter “6.1 Cleaning and care”.

• Then insert the rotary plate and the 
sample bowl in the device and start the 
measurement procedure again.

Despite reduced sample 
quantity, the rotary plate 
does not rotate and the 
“Start measurement proce-
dure” button is still flashing

The cause is unknown and 
cannot be clarified from the 
outside

• Disconnect the device from the power 
supply.

• Label the device “defective”.
• Contact Carl Zeiss Spectroscopy GmbH.
     → Phone   + 49 3641 64-3200 

     → Email     service.spectroscopy@zeiss.com

Tab. 3 Help in case of faults
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6.3  Storage and transport

The system is not provided with any special transportation mountings or safety 
devices. We recommend transporting the device in its original packaging.

Although the components are very robust, violent jolts must be avoided. You 
should also use the original packaging to return the device in the event of 
complaints or for servicing. 

Observe the environmental parameters for storage or transport of the device 
specified in the chapter “7 Specifications” on page 39.

 

6.4  Disposal

 Note
Defective equipment must not be disposed of with household waste, 
but should be disposed of in compliance with the applicable legal 
requirements.

This product has been developed, inspected and produced in accordance with 
the applicable environmental regulations and directives of the European Union.

The product and its accessories comply with EU Directives 2011/65/EU and 
the complement 2015/863/EU (RoHS) and 2002/96/EC (WEEE) to the extent 
applicable to this product. 

We have installed a take-back and recycling process that ensures proper recycling 
in accordance with the above-mentioned EU Directives.

For details concerning disposal and recycling, please contact your local sales/
service organization. 

The system must not be disposed of as domestic waste or be disposed of via 
municipal waste disposal facilities.  
If reselling the product, the seller is obligated to inform the buyer that the 
product must be disposed of properly.
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7  Specifications

All technical data, dimensions and weights specified in the present user manual 
refer to and were valid at the time of printing. 

The details of these specifications may deviate from the respective system design 
without fundamentally changing the functional information.

Mechanical parameters

Dimensions (W x H x D) 320 x 100 x 360 mm

Weight 6.6 kg

Maximum permissible sample weight 4.0 kg

Ambient parameters

Operating temperature 5 °C  to  +40 °C

Storage/transport temperature − 40 °C  to  + 70 °C

Protection class  
(protection from humidity / dust)

IP 44

Max. of humidity 95 % non-condensing

Max. altitude for operation 2000 m

Electrical connection conditions

Supply voltage 24 V  SELV 

Power consumption 35 W power supply

Inrush current < 4 A

Speeds

Level 1 20 min-1 ± 2 min-1

Level 2 40 min-1 ± 4 min-1

Level 3 60 min-1 ± 6 min-1

Tab. 4 Specifications
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